How to be Brief: Children’s and Adults’ Application of Grice’s Brevity Maxim in Production
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Abstract: The brevity maxim of Gricean pragmatics states that unnecessary prolixity should be avoided. We report a case in which 5-year-old children’s performance conforms better to Grice’s maxim than adults’ behavior. Our data come from a semi-spontaneous German relative clause production study that we carried out with 5- and 7-year-old children as well as adults. In particular, we focus on the pragmatics of the passive predicates that were produced. These constituted about a third of both child and adult productions in items that targeted an object relative clause structure. Since the expression of the agent is syntactically optional with passive predicates, the brevity maxim predicts that the agent should only be expressed when it is informative. We compare two conditions to test this prediction: one where the agent is informative and one where it is not. We find that 5-year-old children display significantly greater sensitivity to the brevity maxim than adults do. In two follow-up studies, we show that adults’ violations of brevity cannot be explained by priming of by-phrases expressing the agent and that there is an effect of age within children as well.
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1. Introduction

Competent speakers of a language use language in pragmatically efficient ways. (Grice 1975, 1989) initiated a research program to formulate general principles that he called maxims that describe what is meant by pragmatic efficiency. Of particular relevance to the present paper are three of Grice’s maxims that we refer to as Quantity 1, Quantity 2, and Brevity in the following. Grice’s maxims of quantity state that both underinformative (Quantity 1) and overinformative (Quantity 2) utterances are not felicitous. Brevity, Grice’s third maxim of manner, states that shorter utterances should be preferred over longer ones. Although Grice’s research concerned adults, his results have also been useful for investigating other populations, especially since the experimental methods became more accessible for linguistic research (Chemla and Singh 2014; Noveck and Reboul 2008; Sauerland and Schumacher 2016).

Children’s pragmatic abilities have been a focus of research since soon after Grice’s groundbreaking work. Most of the work has focused on Grice’s maxims of quantity and quality. Specifically, Noveck (2001) claims that children behave more logically (and thereby less pragmatically) than adults with respect to quantity. One of Noveck’s (2001) experiments shows that children as old as 10 accept underinformative sentences more frequently than adults do. Noveck applies a truth value judgment paradigm in his experiments. Underinformative sentences in this context are semantically true but pragmatically odd sentences, such as Some giraffes have long necks. For such sentences, Noveck reports higher rates of acceptance among children. Many recent experiments using different experimental techniques targeting children’s comprehension confirm Noveck’s general result across more than 30 languages (Barner et al. 2011; Gualmini et al. 2001; Guasti et al. 2005; Huang and Snedeker 2009;
Katsos and Bishop (2011; Katsos et al. 2016; Papafragou and Musolino 2003) that children—for the most part, children aged 3 to 6—are less sensitive to underinformativity in some language comprehension tasks. Davies and Katsos (2010) also corroborate Noveck’s finding in the course of a production study involving children. The findings from quantity raise the question of whether children in general are less sensitive to pragmatics and more logical than adults or whether a factor other than sensitivity to pragmatics causes children’s performance.¹ One way of addressing this question is to look at the other maxims of Grice in language acquisition.

In this paper, we report data from three experiments that we carried out to examine whether children are sensitive to brevity, one of Grice’s Manner Maxims, using an elicitation experiment of relative clauses. Grice (Grice 1975, p. 46) states the brevity maxim as follows: Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity). One example showing the effect of the maxim is (1).²

(1) Mary wrote a book that she wrote.

In (1), the relative clause that she wrote is not informative because the main clause already specifies that the book was written by Mary. The information that (1) conveys could be conveyed by the shorter sentence Mary wrote a book. For this reason, (1) is felt to be slightly odd.³ Recent theoretical work by Meyer (2013) and Marty (2017) and, within a relevant theoretic perspective, the contributions in (Goldstein 2013) identify brevity as playing an important role in sentence pragmatics, but it has hardly been investigated at all in acquisition.

The Manner Maxims overall have not been investigated as much as the first quantity maxim within child language, as Clark and Kurumada (2013) and Wilson (2017) report. More specifically, to the best of our knowledge, the maxim of brevity has not been investigated experimentally in first-language acquisition at all: Clark and Kurumada (2013) discuss brevity solely based on child language corpora, and restrict their attention to general correlations of utterance length and vocabulary size. What did they find? Clark and Kurumada (2013) report that the mean length of utterance (MLU) of 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children is highest in the 4-year-old group in the corpora they investigated, but that the ratio between the number of different words that were used and the total number of words used increases monotonically with age. They suggest that their finding supports the claim that 5-year-olds are more capable of making their utterances concise, i.e. an increasing adherence to brevity. The data Clark and Kurumada (2013) are consistent with their interpretation, but in our view other explanations are possible. For example, children’s adherence to brevity may be constant, or even decline, but as their expressive vocabulary grows, they may have more lexical resources at their disposal to express themselves concisely. We therefore put aside further discussion on Clark and Kurumada (2013) in the following, but heed to their call to conduct more research in the domain of brevity.

A more advanced line of research related to brevity addresses overinformativity. Overinformativity violates Grice’s second maxim of quantity (Do not make your contribution more informative than required.) Brevity and overinformativity are closely related, and Grice (1975) already notes that some cases of

¹ Noveck (2001) suggests that children’s performance in his studies is explained not by pragmatic sensitivity but by a lack of cognitive resources in children as compared to adults. However, Katsos and Bishop (2011) argue in favor of pragmatic sensitivity to explain the findings from quantity.

² The # prefix indicates that example is felt to be odd.

³ The interpretation and status of (1) can further be affected by rescue mechanisms. Grice (discussing other examples) postulates that maxims can be flouted (i.e., violated ostentatiously) and that flouting triggers listeners to search for a reinterpretation of parts of the sentence to render the sentence acceptable.
the violation of the second quantity maxim may be subsumed under the brevity maxim.\footnote{Grice (Grice 1975, p. 46) writes that what might be said to be overinformative is […] merely a waste of time. This seems to us to assimilate overinformativity to the maxim of brevity although Grice does not explicitly say so. Please note that there are also cases of overinformativity that cannot be subsumed under brevity. One example is the use of an overly precise number (Krifka 2009; Solt 2015) such as The talk should be forty-five/#forty-four minutes long. Curiously, Sauerland and Gotzner (2013) report that adults use overly precise numbers about 20% of the time in an internet-based study about number trivia, which mirrors the use of overly long phrases by adults that we report below.}

We discuss previous studies on overinformativity (Davies and Katsos 2010, 2013; Engelhardt et al. 2006) in Section 4.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the necessary linguistic background on German relative clauses and passives in the context of Grice’s pragmatic maxims. In Sections 4–6, we present three experimental studies investigating children’s and adults’ use of passives in relative clauses. In particular, we investigate to what extent brevity constrains the production of the optional by-phrase expressing the agent in all three experiments. The first experiment compares 5-year-old children with adults in the same design, eliciting more pragmatic performance from children with respect to brevity. We discuss three different potential analyses of the finding from Experiment 1 and, in the following section, report two follow-up experiments designed to test the three analyses. Experiment 2 applies a slightly modified version of Experiment 1 to adults to rule out a possible confounding factor for adult performance. Finally, in Experiment 3, we apply the design from Experiment 1 to slightly older children.

In the concluding Section 7, we summarize our finding that the difference between children’s and adults’ behavior in Experiment 1 shows that children appear to be more sensitive to brevity than adults. Our finding seems therefore in direct conflict with the established finding that children appear to be less sensitive to pragmatics when it comes to quantity (Noveck 2001 and others). The conflict between quantity and brevity shows that general pragmatic sensitivity cannot explain the children’s behavior. Following Noveck (2001), we propose that an underlying factor of cognitive resources and, for our results specifically, working memory underly the divergence between children’s and adults’ pragmatic behavior. The maxims of quantity and brevity access cognitive resources differently. Roughly speaking, whereas the derivation of an implicature from quantity requires cognitive resources (De Neys and Schaeken 2007; Noveck 2001), the consideration of brevity saves cognitive resources. We propose that children are more inclined than adults to apply brevity because children have more limited cognitive resources, and hence, derive benefits from being brief.\footnote{Adults have been observed to compute scalar implicature less frequently when their cognitive resources are limited by, for example, the amount of time available (Bott et al. 2012; Bött and Noveck 2004; Chevallier et al. 2008 among others.) The implication of the present paper is clear: with the right amount of cognitive load, adult speakers should start behaving more like children, just like they did in previous studies. We leave this for future research, however. We thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out.}

2. The Pragmatics of Passives in Relative Clauses in German

The three experiments we report in the present paper all concern passives in German relative clauses. German differs from English with respect to case morphology present in German, word-order differences, and in other ways, but overall German is quite similar to English. We briefly introduce the relevant syntactic and pragmatic properties as well as the morpho-syntactic terminology most relevant for our purposes.\footnote{See also Haider (2010) for a general overview of German syntax.}

Let us first discuss the structure of relative clauses. Consider (2). The object of the verb kennen ‘know’ in (2) is the relative clause das Mädchen, das den Papa umarmt “the girl that hugs the papa”. The German relative clause consists of an external head of the relative clause (das Mädchen), the relative pronoun that matches in gender and number with the head of the relative clause, and matches in case with the argument position where the gap is (das), and the relative clause (___ den Papa umarmt). We indicate where the gap is with an underscore.

The German relative clause consists of an external head of the relative clause (das Mädchen), the relative pronoun that matches in gender and number with the head of the relative clause, and matches in case with the argument position where the gap is (das), and the relative clause (___ den Papa umarmt). We indicate where the gap is with an underscore.
(2) Ich kenne das Mädchen, das den Papa umarmt.

I know the NEUT girl, who.NEUT the.ACC papa hugs

“I know the girl who hugs Papa.”

It is also possible to relativize the object of the relative clause in German. The object relative counterpart of (2) is shown in (3).

(3) Ich kenne das Mädchen, der Papa ___ umarmt.

I know the NEUT girl, who.NEUT the.NOM papa hugs

“I know the girl whom Papa hugs.”

Please note that German is a verb-final language, and the tensed verb appears at the end of the clause in embedded clauses. Because of this, the relative clause, when it contains nothing other than the in situ argument and the verb, the surface word order is always argument-verb, regardless of whether the argument is subject or object.

Because of syncretism, definite determiners and relative pronouns share the same morphological forms in nominative and accusative case, as shown in (4). Definite determiners and relative pronouns are identical for singular nouns in nominative, accusative, and dative forms in all genders. In the plural, nominative and accusative are homophonous, although the dative differs (den [definite determiner] vs. denen [relative pronoun]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Nominative</th>
<th>Accusative</th>
<th>Dative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masculine, singular</td>
<td>der</td>
<td>den</td>
<td>dem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feminine, singular</td>
<td>die</td>
<td>die</td>
<td>der</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuter, singular</td>
<td>das</td>
<td>das</td>
<td>dem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>die</td>
<td>die</td>
<td>den/denen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The combination of the word order and the head of the relative clause being ambiguous between nominative and accusative creates a temporary ambiguity when the head of the relative clause is a singular feminine or singular neuter noun, which could be resolved by the case of the relative clause-internal argument in (2) and (3), if the argument is a singular masculine noun, or by verbal morphology (singular vs. plural), if the head of the relative clause and the relative clause-internal argument do not match in number.

It was observed that both adults and children have difficulties comprehending relative clauses with a gap in the object position of the relative clause (object relatives) as compared with those with a gap in the subject position (subject relatives) in languages such as English and German (adults: Bader and Meng 1999; Frazier 1987; Schriefers et al. 1995), and others cited therein; children: Arosio et al. 2012; de Villiers et al. 1979; Friedmann et al. 2009, among others). Furthermore, Arosio et al. (2012) found that the type of morphosyntactic cue that disambiguates subject relatives from object relatives affects the comprehension of an object relative clause, modulated by the amount of phonological working memory, measured by forward digit span.

Let us next consider the passive construction. German, like English, has (at least) two forms of passives: one with the von-phrase (by-phrase) and one without, as shown in (5). Again, putting aside the exact syntactic analysis of the passive construction, what is important for our purposes is that the passive construction can be characterized as follows: (i) the theme/patient argument raises to the subject position from the object position; (ii) the agent argument becomes optional; and (iii) when the agent argument is overtly expressed, it is accompanied by the preposition von in German, as shown in (5-a).

---

7 We leave aside the exact syntactic analysis of relative clauses because it is not relevant for our discussion here, but see e.g., Hulsey and Sauerland (2006).
Previous studies observe that (i) children’s acquisition of passive structures seems delayed compared to that of actives (Armon-Lotem et al. (2016); Gordon and Chafetz (1990); Turner and Rommetveit (1967) and many others), and (ii) full passives may be acquired later than short passives (Armon-Lotem et al. (2016); Fox and Grodzinsky (1998)) in comprehension as well as production (although see Crain et al. (2009) who show that even children as young as 3–4 produced full passives in their elicitation experiment). Corpus studies show that passives are very infrequent in both input by adults (0.36% of all utterances; Crawford (2012); Gordon and Chafetz (1990)) and output by children (0.12% of all utterances; Crawford (2012); Finker et al. (1987)), although elicitation/production experiments have shown that infrequencies in corpus data do not implicate lack of acquisition of passive structures (Crain et al. (2009) and others).

In this paper, we are interested in whether we could predict the use of a by-phrase by speakers. At first glance, the use of a by-phrase in the passive construction seems optional: The sentence is grammatical with or without the by-phrase. In what follows, let us call the passive construction with the by/von-phrase the Full Passive (e.g., (5-a)) and the passive construction without a by/von-phrase the Short Passive (e.g., (5-b)).

How does a speaker decide whether to use the by-phrase? Let us assume that, in general, whenever there are alternatives to choose from (here, the full and the short passive), a speaker chooses the sentence that satisfies pragmatic principles. Although different concrete theoretical proposals exist regarding what these pragmatic principles may be (e.g., (Horn 1984) Q and R maxims, Relevance theory (Sperber and Wilson 1986), or Meyer 2013; 2015 Efficiency), we adopt the approach of Grice (1989) for the ease of exposition. Specifically, as we discussed above, the two pragmatic Gricean Maxims govern the choice between structures with and without a by-phrase:

• **Quantity 1**: Make your contribution as informative as is required
• **Brevity (Manner 3)**: Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity)

The maxim of Quantity 1, on the one hand, tells the speaker to provide as much information as he/she can, without being false. This maxim requires speakers not to be underinformative. The *brevity* maxim, on the other hand, tells the speaker to use as short an expression as possible. This requirement, then, tells the speaker not to use words that are not necessary. Furthermore, Grice’s restriction of *unnecessary prolixity* establishes that Quantity 1 takes precedence over brevity when the two conflict. The need for this ranking of the two maxims is obvious from the observation that no utterances at all are predicted if brevity was ranked higher than Quantity 1, since brevity is maximally satisfied if the speaker does not say anything. Grice’s two principles combined as above make predictions about when the full and short passives should be used, as we explain in the following.

2.1. **Full Passive Context**

Let us assume that there are two potential agents (*the father* and *the grandfather*), one potential action (*kiss*), and one potential patient (*a boy*). Let us further assume that the following two situations are equally likely and that the speaker must report which event happened.

---

8 In English, some passive structures are ambiguous between verbal and adjectival passives. However, German passives are never ambiguous. Verbal passive in German take the auxiliary verb *werden* “become”, whereas adjectival passives take the auxiliary verb *sein* “be”. 
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(6) a. The father kisses a boy.
   b. The grandfather kisses a boy.

   When a speaker chooses to describe the event with an active sentence, he/she would utter either (6-a) or (6-b). There is no option with respect to whether the agent or patient would be overtly expressed, because kiss is a transitive verb that requires two overt arguments in an active voice. When the speaker uses the passive construction, on the other hand, he/she has an option to choose from either a full passive with a by-phrase or a short passive, as in (7-a) and (7-b), respectively.

(7) a. A boy is kissed by the father.
   b. A boy is kissed.

   Please note that the short passive in (7-b) is true in both possible situations in (6). The full passive (7-a), on the other hand, is compatible only with situation (6-a) in which the agent is the father. Quantity 1 says that enough information must be provided. Given that (7-b) is compatible with the situation in which the agent is the father, as well as the situation in which the agent is the grandfather, (7-b) does not distinguish the two situations. To disambiguate the two situations, the by-phrase is necessary. Brevity does not rule out (7-a), either, because a by-phrase is necessary to describe the situation uniquely.

   In other words, pragmatic maxims dictate that the by-phrase is necessary for disambiguation in certain contexts, and only then should its use be licensed. This is when there are two potential agents, and overtly expressing the agent is necessary for disambiguation.

2.2. Short Passive Context

   Let us now assume that there is only one potential agent (the father), two potential actions (kiss and hug), and one patient (a boy). In this context, the two possible situations are as follows:

(8) a. The father kisses a boy.
   b. The father hugs a boy.

   Again, if a speaker chooses to describe the event with an active sentence, he/she must overtly express both the subject and the object. How about in the passive voice, though? Let us assume that (8-a) is true. Then the two types of passives that could be uttered are as in (9).

(9) a. A boy is kissed by the father.
   b. A boy is kissed.

   Now, the lexical item that distinguishes one situation from the other is not the agent but the verb. Both (9-a) and (9-b) are true in (8-a), and neither is true in the (8-b) situation. From this perspective, the use of a by-phrase is not necessary for disambiguation. When the by-phrase is not necessary for disambiguation purposes, the brevity maxim says that speakers should use the shorter expression with still enough information to describe the situation uniquely—namely, the short passive.

   To summarize, if the choice between full and short passives is determined by pragmatic principles (Quantity 1 and Brevity), we expect that a speaker should produce:

   • the short passive when the addition of a by-phrase does not add to the informativeness of the sentence; and
   • the full passive when the addition of the by-phrase adds to the informativeness.

   We conducted an experiment to examine whether these predictions are corroborated as described in Section 4.
3. Previous Studies

To test the predictions of Quantity 1 and *brevity* in the production of passive/*by*-phrase, we used an experimental design that elicits production of relative clauses in controlled contexts.

Our work on *brevity* is related to previous work that investigates to what extent adults producing overinformative referential expressions, such as the description *the apple on the towel* instead of simply *the apple* in a scenario where there is only one apple that could be referred to (Engelhardt et al. 2006). First, consider the question of how this work relates to Grice’s theory. The previous studies on the use of unnecessary material in reference appeal to the Quantity 2 maxim. As we mentioned above, *brevity* and Quantity 2 often overlap in their effects but there are cases in which the two make different predictions. Considering such cases, we feel that it may be more appropriate to appeal to *brevity* in cases of reference as well for the following reason. Consider a scenario where there is a single referent, a fresh apple. Compare the two definite descriptions *the apple* and *the fresh apple* in such a one-referent scenario. The two definite descriptions differ not in the novel information they provide but in their presupposition. Therefore, neither of the two descriptions is actually more informative. Furthermore, when adjectives contribute novel information they are generally acceptable even in one-referent scenarios. For example, evaluative adjectives such as *tasty* tend to be interpreted as part of the presupposition even when then occur in definite descriptions, and their content is not used for referent identification, but can provide new information. Correspondingly, evaluative adjectives can be used in definite descriptions when their evaluative content is relevant, as in *Where did you find the tasty apple?* (Marty 2017 and others). In addition, finally, the Quantity 2 account predicts that *the fruit* (or even *the fruit or animal*) should be preferred over *the apple* in a scenario containing only a single fruit, but possibly other non-fruit items. However, the description *the fruit* is not actually used in such scenarios, as Davies and Katsos (2013) show in their Experiment 3. An appeal to *brevity*, on the other hand, correctly does not predict that *fruit* should be preferred over *apple*.

Putting aside the question of whether Quantity 2 or *brevity* is the correct theoretical account for the choice of referential expressions, the previous literature on reference is also inconclusive because of conflicting results. Engelhardt et al. (2006) was one of the first studies to experimentally investigate whether speakers would use an expression (prepositional phrase) that is overinformative, on the one hand, and whether hearers’ processing would be affected by overinformative expressions, on the other. Davies and Katsos (2010, 2013) investigated the production and processing of redundant adjectives. Specifically, they test whether adults use an adjective such as *red* to describe an apple that is red when there is only one apple in the context. In contrast to (Engelhardt et al. 2006), they report that the adjective *red* is not used when it is not necessary for unambiguously identifying which apple the speaker is talking about. However, Davies and Katsos (2013) can only speculate about why Engelhardt et al. (2006) arrived at different findings. Specifically, they mention that the salience of specific features in the visual displays that both Engelhardt et al. (2006) and Davies and Katsos (2013) used in their studies affect the results of these studies. Since our study did not use visual stimuli, this discussion does not apply to our method. Because of the conflicting findings reported by Engelhardt et al. (2006) and Davies and Katsos (2013), we leave it for another opportunity to address these results in detail; here, we focus on our own results.

Now, consider previous work on passive elicitation with children. There were previous studies that observed children’s production of passives. Regarding English, Crain et al. (2009) used a *wh*-question production task to elicit full passives. In their study, there were two or three characters in a story, as illustrated in (10) and (11). One experimenter asked the child to ask a question to the second experimenter, as shown in (10) and (11). Crain et al. (2009) report that 29 of 32 children used a full passive (as in (10) and (11)) at least once in their study, but the authors did not focus on the difference between the two- and three-character designs that may trigger different types of passives.
Regarding Italian, Guasti et al. (2012) use a similar design to that of Crain et al. and observe that both adults and children seem to avoid producing wh-questions that involve an extraction from the object position in Italian. In their study, however, only adults used passive structures, whereas children used resumptive pronouns.

The other environment in which speakers have been observed to produce passive structures is the relative clause. For our design, the most directly relevant previous study was carried out by Belletti (2014). Belletti (2014) observed that Italian children use passives when they are prompted to produce an object relative clause, in a similar fashion as they do with wh-questions, as in (12).

(12) The boy that is kissed by the father

Additionally, Adani et al. (2016) observe that German-speaking children also produce passive structures. None of the previous studies investigated the exact environment in which the by-phrase is produced by adults and children, however.

Why do both children and adults produce passive structures with relative clauses and wh-questions?

Previous studies (Avrutin 2000; Sauerland et al. 2016; Seidl et al. 2003, and others) show that sentences involving an A'-extraction from an object position are more difficult for children to comprehend. It could be, then, that producing sentences involving A'-extraction are difficult for speakers as well. This is the direction that Belletti (2014) takes. Following Grillo (2008; 2009) and Friedmann et al. (2009), Belletti (2014) proposes that children have difficulties producing object relative clauses because of the relativized minimality effect. According to this analysis, when children try to extract a DP from the object position, there is another DP with a matching feature ([+N]), namely, the subject. Although the existence of another DP does not result in ungrammaticality for adults, this constrains what can be extracted/moved for children. When the extraction is from the subject position, by contrast, there is no intervening DP, and as a result, children manage to produce/comprehend sentences involving A’-extraction from the subject position. There is an alternative structure for the object relative clauses and object wh-questions, however—namely, passivizing the clause. In a passive sentence, the theme or patient is expressed in the subject position. From this position, then, the extraction to the higher position is possible without the need to cross an intervening DP.

In Figure 1 below, we marked the option that incurs less speaker effort with a thicker line, based on the previous studies we reviewed above: between the object and the subject relatives, production of a subject relative requires less effort; between the active and the passive sentences, the active version requires less effort; between the short and the full passives, the short passive requires less effort.

The question we ask is the following: If short passives require less effort (and satisfies brevity), would young children, to whom the effort to produce complex structures matters more, produce mostly short passives? Or would they produce a costlier option, the full passive? The short passives may result in ambiguity, as described in Section 2.1, and because of this, the by-phrase is necessary information in certain environments for disambiguation.
In the following experiments, we adopted a design combining the insights of Crain et al. (2009) and Belletti (2014). As with Crain et al. (2009), we used two types of contexts: one where a short passive suffices to identify a referent (i.e., satisfy quantity), and another where a full passive is required.

4. Experiment 1

4.1. Participants

A total of 20 monolingual German-speaking adults (13 females, 7 males, $M_{age} = 30.4$) and 20 monolingual German-speaking 5-year-old children (9 females, 11 males, $M_{age} = 5;5$, age range 5;1–5;11) participated in this study. Children were recruited at two daycare centers in Berlin, Germany. Adult participants were recruited at universities in Berlin, Germany, and were personal connections of researchers. All the testing for children was conducted in a quiet room at the daycare center that they attended. For their participation, adult participants received 5 euro, and children received a small toy (such as stickers).

4.2. Materials and Procedure

We conducted an elicitation experiment of relative clauses, based on the method designed by Labelle (1990) as refined by Novogrodsky and Friedmann (2006). In this task, each participant was told a series of 20 short stories involving two girls/boys (in the case of adults, two women/men). Female participants heard stories about two girls, and male participants heard stories about boys. In each story, the two girls/boys were involved in two different activities (e.g., the grandpa kissing the girl vs. the grandpa hugging the girl). After each story, the participant was asked which girl/boy she/he would rather be and to start their response with Ich möchte lieber das Mädchen/der Junge sein ... (“I would rather be the girl/the boy ...”). The items were designed in such a way that the most salient way to continue the sentence would be to produce a relative clause. The instruction to respond in a certain way was repeated after each story to remind the participants of the structure that they were supposed to use. The full list of items that we used for girls can be seen in the Appendix A.

There were two parameters (subject vs. object relatives; change of protagonists vs. change of verbs), resulting in four conditions. There were five items per condition, resulting in 20 test items in

---

9 Our study and consent forms were checked and approved by the Berlin State Senate for Education, Science, and Research and the ethics committee of Deutsche Gesellschaft für Sprachwissenschaft. We tested children and adults in this paper only after the participants or the legal guardians of the participants were informed and consented to their participation in the study.

10 Adult participants heard about two female/male protagonists and were asked which woman/man they would rather be.
total per participant. The order of the items was randomized, and all the participants received the same order. The testing was done individually in a quiet room.

The two conditions that elicited object relatives targeted different types of passives. When two different verbs were used to describe two different propositions, the agent remained the same, and hence, the participants were expected to produce short passives, if they resorted to producing passives to avoid producing the target object relatives (the short passive context). When two different agents were used to describe two different propositions, the verb remained the same, and hence, the expected passive would be the full passive (the full passive context).

The whole experiment was recorded on a digital audio recorder. After the experimental session was finished, the produced responses, which were written down during the sessions, were entered on a spreadsheet. A trained native speaker from our staff then listened to the audio recordings to check the transcriptions and correct them if necessary.

After checking the recorded and handwritten data, we went through the data and labeled whether the produced form was (i) a target relative clause (active, with a gap in the expected slot in the sentence); (ii) short passive; (iii) full passive; (iv) other types of errors, such as theta-role reversal, in which the theta-role of the gap and the relative clause-internal argument were reversed, among others.

4.3. Results

4.3.1. Overall Results

Of interest are the responses to the items designed to elicit object relatives. Let us first focus on children’s responses. There were 200 tokens in total for which the target response was an object relative clause. Among the 200 tokens, only 9 were of the target form of the relative clause with a gap in the object position as illustrated in (13).

Among the nontarget structures, 61 tokens were what we call the theta-role reversal error, illustrated in (14); 51 tokens were one of the forms of the passive construction as illustrated in (15-a) and (15-b). With the theta-role reversal error, participants switched the theta-roles of the relative head and the relative clause-internal argument, and as a result, the produced form was a subject relative clause, rather than the target object relative clause, as shown in (14). With the passive construction, the passivization moves the base-generated object to the subject position, and as a result, what is extracted is the subject of the relative clause, rather than the object.

(13) Target

das Mädchen, das der Papa ___ umarmt
the girl that.NEUT the.NOM.MASC Papa ___ hugs

“the girl that the papa hugs”

(14) Theta-role reversal error

das Mädchen, das ___ den Papa umarmt
the girl that.NEUT the.ACC.MASC papa hugs

“the girl that hugs the papa”

(15) Passives

a. Full passive

das Mädchen, das ___ vom Papa umarmt wird
the girl that by Papa hugged werden.3.SG
“the girl that was hugged by the Papa”

b. Short passive

das Mädchen, das ___ umarmt wird
the girl ___ hugged werden.3SG

“the girl that is hugged”

4.3.2. Passive Relatives

Our main interest in this paper is the use of a by-phrase in a passive response. Among the 20 children, 12 children used at least one passive structure. The distribution of the use of passives is shown in Table 1. The eight children who did not produce a single passive construction are not included in Table 1.

Table 1. Children (5-year-olds): Use of each type of passives per child.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant No.</th>
<th>Short Passive</th>
<th>Full Passive</th>
<th>Total of Passives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us now turn our attention to the environment in which these passives were used. Recall that the use of a by-phrase is obligatory (if the participant uses the passive structure) when there are two potential agents (full passive contexts). The use of a by-phrase is not obligatory when there is only one potential referent and there is no need for disambiguation. The manner maxim would predict that the short passives should be preferred in such a context (short passive contexts). The results for children are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Children (5-year-olds); counts of full and short passive in the full and short passive contexts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Full Passives</th>
<th>Short Passives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full passive context</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short passive context</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the full passive context, children produced full passives 25 times and short passives twice. The fact that children used short passives only twice in the full passive context suggests that children used the by-phrase when it was necessary for disambiguating the referent.12 In short passive contexts,

12 There were two tokens of short passives used in the two-agents context by children. The use of short passives in the two-agent contexts leads to under informativity. They were produced by two children. One of the children responded with a short passive on the first two-agent items, and the rest of the experiment, he/she made other types of errors, but responded correctly on all the subject relative-eliciting items. The other child responded with a short passive on the second two-agent item and responded with either full passives or made reverse theta-role errors on the rest of the object relative-inducing items. We do not have any explanation regarding why they used the short passives when not expected.
however, the picture is somewhat reversed: children produced full passives 9 times, and short passives 15 times. Although more than half of the passives produced in the short passive contexts were short passives, the use of a *by*-phrase seems not to be completely ruled out in this context.

Fisher’s exact test shows that the difference in distribution of short and full passives in these two contexts is significant ($p < 0.01$). This suggests that children are making a distinction between the contexts that require the use of a *by*-phrase from those that do not, which shows sensitivity to the combined effect of quantity and brevity: When the short passive would not have been informative, children produced the full passive as predicted by Quantity 1.

Let us next consider the results from adults. Among the 200 items for eliciting object relatives, the participants produced the target object relatives 63 times and produced one of the passive forms 121 times (60.5%). The distribution of each type of passive in the two types of contexts is shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Full Passives</th>
<th>Short Passives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full passive context</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short passive context</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fisher’s exact test shows that the difference in distribution of short and full passives in these two contexts is significant for adults as well ($p < 0.01$). The data are surprising, though, because adults produce full passives close to two thirds of the time in the short passive construction. The adult data still show a statistical effect of *brevity* since adults produced 19 short passives in the short passive context. However, 37 full passives were produced in short passive context, violating *brevity*. If the *brevity* maxim were at issue here, we would expect them to use only the short passives, when the *by*-phrase is not required for disambiguation.

Is it the case that children’s and adults’ results show a similar pattern, if both groups show sensitivity to the contexts where the *by*-phrase is obligatory? When we compared the results from children and adults with respect to whether they used the full or short passives in each context, there was a significant difference between children and adults (Fisher’s exact test: $p < 0.05$). Specifically, we see that children produce significantly fewer violations of the *brevity* principle than adults.

When we compared the results from the short passive context for adults and children, children showed a significantly stronger preference than adults for the short passive in this context (Fisher’s exact test: $p < 0.05$). Recall that in the short passive context, only the *brevity* maxim is at issue. Overtly expressing the *by*-phrase does not increase the informativity, compared to the short passive alternative, and hence, the use of the short passive should be preferred.

How about the use of a *by*-phrase when it is obligatory for uniquely identifying the referent? We predicted that adults must use a *by*-phrase in the full passive context, because without a *by*-phrase, the relative clause would not have a unique referent. Our result shows that children and adults did not differ significantly in this respect (Fisher’s exact test: $p = 0.08$), suggesting that children are also sensitive to the Quantity 1 maxim.

The most interesting finding from Experiment 1 is that children display a significantly stronger effect of *brevity* than adults. Our next question is why adults frequently used a *by*-phrase even when it is not necessary in violation of *brevity*. In the following, we consider three possible explanations for the result of experiment:

1. **Memory capacity hypothesis**: Working memory is shown to affect comprehension of relative clauses for adults and children (Friederici et al. 1998; Just and Carpenter 1992) among others for adults, measured by reading span task, and (Arosio et al. 2005 2012; Booth et al. 2000) for children, measured by forward/backward digit-span task.) Our hypothesis is that memory affects production of relative clauses. Adults have more working memory capacity than small
children (Gathercole et al. 2004). The reason for the difference between adults’ and children’s production patterns is that because producing the relative clauses is costly, young children need to be economical with respect to the length of the relative clause, in general, but specifically with respect to the use of by-phrases.

The length of a sentence is not as critical for adults as it is for children, because adults have more cognitive resources (specifically, working memory) than 5-year-old children (Gathercole et al. 2004).

2. Priming hypothesis: The first use of the full passive primes adults to continue using the full passive even in short passive environments, as a spill-over effect.\(^\text{13}\)

3. Task effect hypothesis: Another property of the experimental paradigm affects children and adults differently, leading only adults to produce full passives in violation of brevity.

For explanation 2, what may be relevant is that the order of the items in this experiment was pseudo-randomized and balanced. The items eliciting object relatives were interspersed by those eliciting subject relatives, and among the object relative eliciting items, the full and short passive contexts were randomized. It is possible, then, that the first use of the full passive primed the adult speakers to keep using the full passives even when it is not necessary. To address this question, we conducted Experiment 2.

Explanation 3 does not make any specific predictions since it itself is unspecific. But hypothesis 1 makes further testable predictions. As we noted earlier, it was observed that memory capacity develops as children get older. We tested slightly older children (6–8-year-olds) to compare whether a developmental pattern could be observed in experiment 3. We selected this age group because a previous study by Arosio et al. (2012) showed that comprehension of object relative clauses in this age group is modulated by working memory as measured by forward digit-span score. If a prediction of hypothesis 1 is correct, it corroborates hypothesis 1. But it remains possible that the reason adults produce more full passives is due to more than one of the explanations above.

5. Experiment 2

5.1. Participants, Materials, and Procedure

A total of 20 adults (10 female, 10 male) participated in this study. The participants were recruited at universities in Berlin, Germany, and personal connections of researchers and received 5 euro for participation. The procedure of the study was the same as that of Experiment 1. The items that were used for Experiment 2 were also identical to that of Experiment 1, except for the order of presentation, which was changed in the following way.

In the second experiment, we presented two types of conditions in two separate blocks. In the first block, all the short passive stories/contexts (along with half of the items that elicited subject relatives) were presented. Afterwards, all the full passive contexts and the other half of the subject relative eliciting stories were given. This ordering was chosen so that the production of a full passive toward the beginning of the experiment would not prime the speaker to use only the full passives for the rest of the experiment. The contexts/stories used in this experiment were identical to the ones used in the Experiment 1.

As in Experiment 1, the whole experiment was recorded on a digital audio recorder. After the experimental session was finished, the produced responses, which were written down during the sessions, were entered on a spreadsheet. A native speaker then listened to the audio recordings to check for discrepancies.

\(^{13}\) We thank Teresa Guasti for suggesting this possibility.
After checking the recorded and handwritten data, we went through the data and labeled whether the produced form was (i) a target relative clause (active, with a gap in the expected slot in the sentence); (ii) short passive; (iii) full passive; (iv) other types of errors, such as theta-role reversal, in which the theta-role of the gap and the relative clause-internal argument were reversed, among others.

5.2. Results

There were 400 responses all together (200 items eliciting subject relatives, and 200 items eliciting object relatives). Overall, the adult participants of Experiment 2 produced the target subject relative clause 195 times out of the 200 responses and the target object relative clause 32 times of the 200 responses.

Among the nontarget responses for the items that elicited object relatives, 145 had the grammatical passive form. There were 127 tokens of full passives and 18 tokens of short passives produced. The distribution of these passives is shown in Table 4.

| Table 4. Adults, counts of full and short passives in Experiment 2. |
|-------------------|-------------------|
|                   | Full Passives     | Short Passives   |
| Full passive contexts | 81               | 1               |
| Short passive contexts  | 46               | 17              |

Experiment 2 was conducted to find out whether the adults produced a disproportionately large number of full passives because of the priming effect: once the full passive was elicited, the participants may be producing only the full passive for the subsequent items that elicited object relatives. Therefore, we presented only the short passive contexts in the first block and only the full passive contexts in the second block. This did not cause the results to be visibly different from each other, at least not in terms of the number of tokens produced for each context.

Fisher’s exact test shows that the results of Experiment 2 do not differ from those of Experiment 1 significantly ($p = 0.7171$). This suggests that the difference between children’s production of a by-phrase, which resembles what we expect from adults more closely, on the one hand, and what adults actually do, on the other, is not because of priming: even without being preceded by items that should elicit full passives, adult speakers produce more full passives than short passives compared to children.

In summary, the comparison of results from the adult participants in Experiments 1 and 2 shows that adults are not affected by priming of full passives. This leaves the two other hypotheses we mentioned above in contention: memory capacity hypothesis and task effect hypothesis.

6. Experiment 3

We now set out to distinguish between memory capacity hypothesis and task effect hypothesis. Task effect hypothesis says that an independent property of the experimental paradigm causes the difference in behavior between children and adults. One such property may be that adults feel obliged to mention all the items mentioned in the story told by the experimenter, but other properties may be equally likely. Without having a specific factor in mind, we address this hypothesis by investigating the behavior of slightly older children than the 5-year-olds in Experiment 1. Since the working memory of 6- and 7-year-old children is greater than that of 5-year-olds, the memory capacity hypothesis predicts that the rate of full passives produced in violation of brevity might grow according to the age of the children, if it is the working memory limitation that controls the use of the by-phrase. In contrast, the hypothesis that another experimental factor, such as a hypothetical convention to mention all introduced entities, is at issue makes no specific prediction for 6- and 7-year-olds—their awareness and desire to conform to such a convention cannot be predicted by their age.
6.1. Participants

A total of 25 children (6–8; \(M_{\text{age}} = 7\) years 1 month) participated in the third experiment.\(^{14}\) Children were recruited at two daycare centers and one primary school in Berlin, Germany. All the testing for children was conducted in a quiet room at the day care center or school that they attended.

6.2. Materials and Procedure

The materials and procedure were the same as Experiment 1. There were 10 items that elicited subject relatives, and 10 items that elicited object relatives. Among the 10 items that elicited object relatives 5 were full passive contexts, and 5 were short passive contexts. The order of the items was randomized and was the same for all the participants.

As in Experiment 1, the whole experiment was recorded on a digital audio recorder. After the experimental session was finished, the produced responses, which were written down during the sessions, were entered on a spreadsheet. A native speaker then listened to the audio recordings to check for discrepancies.

After checking the recorded and handwritten data, we went through the data and labeled whether the produced form was (i) a target relative clause (active, with a gap in the expected slot in the sentence); (ii) short passive; (iii) full passive; (iv) other types of errors, such as theta-role reversal, in which the theta-role of the gap and the relative clause-internal argument were reversed, among others.

6.3. Results

There were 500 responses elicited. Among the items that elicited subject relatives (250 responses), participants produced 210 tokens (84%) of target subject relatives. Among the items that elicited object relatives, 40 tokens (16%) were target object relatives. As in Experiment 1, there were many nontarget responses, including theta-role reversal (53 tokens) and 59 passives.

Among the 25 children in this experiment, 15 children produced at least one passive structure among the contexts that elicited object relatives. As before, overall, there were more full passives produced (46 tokens) among children than short passives (13 tokens). Recall, however that among the 5-year-old children, there were more short passives produced in the short passive contexts than full passives. Among this slightly older group, however, an approximately equal number of tokens was produced for both types of passives. The distribution of the use of each type of passive structures is shown in Table 5.

Although Fisher’s exact test shows that 6- and 7-year-old children’s use of full and short passives in two contexts differ (\(p < 0.01\)), this is not surprising, given that both 5-year-old children’s and adults’ responses showed a similar pattern. What we predict is that if some type of grammatical or cognitive development helps a participant to produce full passives in the relative clause, we should see that 6- and 7-year-old children’s production resembles that of adults’, more than 5-year-old children’s production did. To verify this, we compared the ratio of the production of full and short passives in the short passive contexts between 5-year-olds and 6- and 7-year-olds, on the one hand, and between 6- and 7-year-olds and adults, on the other.

We used Fisher’s exact test to compare the ratios among the three groups. Neither the comparison between 5-year-olds and 6- and 7-year-olds nor that between 6- and 7-year-olds and adults resulted in statistical significance (\(p = 0.3416\) and \(p = 0.2776\), respectively.) The results of these comparisons suggest that 6- and 7-year-olds are more likely to use full passives even in the short passive contexts than 5-year-olds, although the ratio does not yet significantly differ from that of 5-year-olds.

\(^{14}\) In the following, we call this group the 6- and 7-year-old children.
The results of Experiment 3 support a prediction made by the explanation of Experiment 1 based on memory capacity, although more work should be done to support this explanation fully. Although the result does not exclude the possibility of the specific experimental task used in this series of experiments actually being responsible for the difference between children and adults that we observed in Experiment 1, it restricts this possibility to other factors that change between the age of 5 and that of 6 or 7 years.

### Table 5. Children’s (6–8 years old) use of passives in the two contexts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant No.</th>
<th>Age in Months</th>
<th>Full Passive Contexts</th>
<th>Short Passive Contexts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Full Passive</td>
<td>Short Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>total</strong></td>
<td><strong>31</strong></td>
<td><strong>0</strong></td>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Discussion

Our study investigated the use of *by*-phrases in passive relative clauses when participants were prompted to produce object relative clauses. As in previous studies in other languages, both adults and children frequently produced passive sentences rather than the target object relative clauses.

Our main empirical finding is that adults produce *by*-phrases at a significantly higher rate than children in environments where it is pragmatically odd. Specifically, these were cases in which the agent of the passivized verb was known and therefore expressing the agency by means of a *by*-phrase was redundant. The maxim of *brevity* predicts that both children and adults uniformly should not express the agent in these cases, but we found empirically that the predicted effect of *brevity* was significantly stronger in children than in adults. Our Experiment 1 shows, therefore, that children are more pragmatic than adults with respect to *brevity*. Our findings contrast with those of several researchers concerning the maxim of quantity (Barner et al. 2011; Gualmini et al. 2001; Noveck 2001; Guasti et al. 2005; Huang and Snedeker 2009; Katsos and Bishop 2011; Papafragou and Musolino 2003, and others). For quantity, previous studies have found that children exhibit less pragmatic behavior than adults in experiments on the comprehension of underinformative sentences.

Our finding from Experiment 1 raises the question of why adults seem to frequently violate *brevity* whereas children do not. We raised three possible explanations at the end of Section 2: first, we suggest that adults might have working memory capacity, and therefore *brevity* is less important for adults than for children. We also considered two alternative hypotheses. One alternative explanation would be that adults are more sensitive to a priming effect. In Experiment 1, priming could occur because

---

15 As a reviewer reminds us, the oddness of a full passive when the agent is known is less strong than that observed in example (1). This observation provides independent evidence that *brevity* is a gradient condition in which violations can be more or less strong, as we assume.
the order of the items was pseudo-randomized, blind to the two conditions (the short passive and the full passive contexts). It could be, therefore, that adults tended to keep producing full passives after producing the first full passive. Finally, it could be that a task-specific effect triggered the use of a by-phrase by adults. For example, it could be that adults seek to display their language competence by producing full passives with a by-phrase. We eliminated both alternative hypotheses in Experiments 2 and 3. In Experiment 2, we tested adults with a design that was modified to eliminate the possibility of priming and found that adults still produced a high number of full passives. Given that the priming hypothesis would have predicted that in Experiment 2 the number of full passives should have been lower than in the experiment, our finding argues against Hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 3 is more difficult to address, and we focused on task-specific effects that would be specific to adults. Therefore, we tested children who were slightly older than those tested in Experiment 1—namely, 7-year-olds rather than the 5-year-olds in Experiment 1. If adult behavior was caused by a task-specific effect that applies only to adults, Hypothesis 3 would predict that 7-year-olds should also differ significantly from adults, just like the 5-year-olds in Experiment 1 did. Our empirical finding, however, shows no significant difference between 7-year-olds and adults. Rather, 7-year-olds exhibit a rate of full passives in between that of the younger children and that of adults. Our finding from Experiment 3 would not be predicted if the significant effect in Experiment 1 was due to task-specific effects that apply only to adults.

The results of all three experiments are predicted by our main hypothesis that children’s more limited cognitive resources make brevity more important for them.\(^\text{16}\) The comprehension of full passive sentences has been found to be more difficult than that of short passives in 5-year-old children (Armon-Lotem et al. 2016). Therefore, it is plausible that the production of a full passive is cognitively more demanding for children than the production of a short passive. At the same time, working memory resources have been found to correlate with relative clause understanding in children (Arosio et al. 2012). We propose, therefore, that children’s limited working memory resources cause them to value the maxim of brevity more highly than adults do. Furthermore, we propose that at the same time there is another factor that acts in the opposite direction of brevity, which we call full passive (FP) preference. The specific nature of FP preference we leave up to future research, given that our studies were not designed to do so. For example, FP preference may be the result of a preference to mention all entities that were mentioned in the question in an answer to that question, or it may be a general preference to name the agent even in passives where grammar does not require it. FP preference, we assume, applies uniformly to both adults and children and causes them to prefer the production of a full passive over a short passive even in trials in which the full passive violates brevity.\(^\text{17}\) However, the relative weight that children and adults assign to brevity and FP preference differs as the strength of brevity depends on an individual’s working memory resources.\(^\text{18}\) For adults, brevity is weak and therefore FP preference causes them to produce full passives frequently, even in violation of brevity. For 5-year-old children, however, brevity is stronger because of their smaller working memory, and therefore brevity almost always leads to a violation of FP preference. The different strength of brevity, therefore, explains the significant difference between adults and 5-year-olds that we report.

---

\(^{16}\) We assume that cognitive resources may be scarce at various or perhaps all levels of cognitive processing. Therefore our explanation is compatible with the claim that a version of brevity also applies within grammar (Marty 2017; Meyer 2013; Sauerland 2018).

\(^{17}\) A reviewer suggested that it could be the effect of schooling that encourages the hyper-use of by-phrase by adults and 7-year-old children, flouting the brevity consideration. Since most children in Berlin start school between age 5 years 6 months and 6 years 6 months as per legal requirements, the two age groups did indeed differ with respect to schooling status. Therefore, our data is consistent with the reviewer’s suggestion, but because of the great correlation between age and school status within Berlin and the entire German-speaking area, it seems difficult to conclusively test the reviewer’s suggestion. Since children in the first three grades of schooling do not take exams or get graded in Berlin, we personally do not find the reviewer’s suggestion more plausible than age being the relevant factor. In any event, what is important for the present paper is that despite being more cognitively costly, children do produce by-phrase when appropriate, showing that they obey Quantity 1.

\(^{18}\) Papafragou and Tantalou (2004) argue that the strength of quantity also is variable among children.
in Experiment 1. Also, the finding from Experiments 2 and 3 is predicted. Specifically, a 7-year-old’s working memory capacity lies between that of a 5-year-old’s and an adult’s (Gathercole et al. 2004), and therefore the strength of brevity for 7-year-olds is predicted to also lie between that of 5-year-olds and adults.

In conclusion, we have shown that 5-year-old children’s and adults’ sensitivity to brevity differs significantly in data from the production of passive sentences. Children only produce the FP form when it is necessary to express the agent, whereas adults frequently produce FP forms even when the agent of the action is already known. This finding can be summarized as follows: children behave more pragmatically than adults with respect to the maxim of brevity. Our finding seems to conflict with previous findings suggesting that children are less sensitive to pragmatic principles that adults (Barner et al. 2011; Gualmini et al. 2001; Guasti et al. 2005; Huang and Snedeker 2009; Katsos and Bishop 2011; Noveck 2001; Papafragou and Musolino 2003, and others). However these previous studies focused exclusively on the maxim of Quantity-1. We suggest that the seemingly conflicting findings from quantity-1 and brevity are in fact consistent: both can be explained by children’s limited cognitive resources, in particular working memory. Quantity tasks have been shown to demand cognitive resources (De Neys and Schaeken 2007), and this can explain children’s difficulty with such tasks. However, we propose that obeying brevity saves cognitive resources and, therefore, that brevity is a stronger preference for individuals with more limited cognitive resources—specifically 5-year-old children. This explains why children are more logical than adults when it comes to quantity but more pragmatic when it comes to brevity.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ACC  accusative case
FEM  feminine gender
GEN  genitive case
FP   full passive (see (4))
MASC masculine gender
MEUT neuter gender
NOM  nominative case
PART participle
SG   singular number
SP   short passive (see (4))

Appendix A. Experimental Items

Appendix A.1. Subject Relative-Eliciting Stories

Reversible:
(16) a. Ein Mädchen ärgert einen Freund und ein Mädchen malt einen Freund.
    "One girl angers a friend and one girl draws a friend."

b. Ein Mädchen trifft einen Erzieher und ein Mädchen trifft einen Freund.
    "One girl meets one day care teacher, and one girl meets one friend."

c. Ein Mädchen malt einen Polizisten und ein Mädchen malt einen Tänzer.
    "One girl draws a police, and a girl draws a dancer."

d. Ein Mädchen besucht seinen Onkel und ein Mädchen lädt seinen Onkel ein.
    "One girl meets her uncle, and one girl invites her uncle."

e. Ein Mädchen filmt einen Mann und ein Mädchen filmt einen Jungen.
    "One girl films one man and one girl films one boy."

f. Ein Mädchen umarmt seinen Vater und ein Mädchen verschenkt einen Ring.
    "A girl hugs her father and a girl draws her father."

g. Ein Mädchen isst Eiscreme und ein Mädchen isst Schokolade.
    "One girl eats ice cream and one girl eats chocolate."

Irreversible:

(17) a. Ein Mädchen trinkt Milch und ein Mädchen trinkt Wasser.
    "One girl drinks milk and one girl drinks water"

b. Ein Mädchen bekommt einen Ring und ein Mädchen verschenkt einen Ring.
    "One girl receives a ring and one girl gives a present."

c. Ein Mädchen findet einen Ball und ein Mädchen kauft einen Ball.
    "One girl finds a ball and one girl buys a ball."
Appendix A.2. Object Relative-Eliciting Stories

Reversible:

(18) a. Sein Vater umarmt ein Mädchen und sein Vater it.NEUT.SG.GEN father hug.3SG a.NEUT.SG.ACC girl and it.NEUT.SG.GEN father küss ein Mädchen.

b. Der Erzieher fotografiert ein Mädchen und the.MASC.NOM caretaker photograph.3SG a.NEUT.SG.ACC girl and the.Opa photographiert ein Mädchen.

c. Sein Opa sucht ein Mädchen und sein it.NEUT.SG.NOM grandpa search.3SG a.NEUT.SG.ACC girl and it.NEUT.SG.NOM Opa findet ein Mädchen.

d. Der Freund umarmt ein Mädchen und der the.MASC.NOM friend hug.3SG a.NEUT.SG.ACC girl and the.MASC.NOM Vater umarmt ein Mädchen.

e. Sein Onkel fotografiert ein Mädchen und sein it.NEUT.SG.GEN uncle photograph.3SG a.MASC.SG.NOM girl and it.NEUT.SG.GEN Onkel malt ein Mädchen.

f. Der Nachbar kämmt ein Mädchen und the.MASC.NOM neighbor comb.3SG a.MASC.SG.NOM and the.MASC.NOM der Onkel kämmt ein Mädchen.

Irreversible:

(19) a. Der Krach stört ein Mädchen und der the.MASC.SG.NOM noise disturb.3SG a.NEUT.SG.ACC girl and the.MASC.SG.NOM Gestank stört ein Mädchen.

smell disturb.3SG a.NEUT.SG.ACC

b. Ein Film freut ein Mädchen und ein a.MASC.SG.NOM movie please.3SG a.NEUT.SG.ACC girl and a.MASC.SG.NOM Film erschreckt ein Mädchen.

movie scare.3SG a.NEUT.SG.ACC girl


elephant carry.3SG a.MASC.SG.NOM

d. Der Arzt untersucht ein Mädchen und der the.MASC.SG.NOM doctor examine.3SG a.NEUT.SG.ACC girl and the.MASC.SG.NOM Vater untersucht ein Mädchen.

father examine.3SG a.NEUT.SG.ACC girl

“The doctor examines one girl, and the father examines one girl.”
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